Using a valence force field, we predict the symmetric lattice distortions around isovalent impurities in 64 semiconductor-impurity systems. For the five systems for which extended x-ray absorption fine-structure (EXAFS) data are available, the results are in excellent agreement with experiment. Our theory also explains quantitatively, without adjustable parameters, the observed bond-length variations in solid solutions A l "B"Cof semiconductor alloys, as well as their excess enthalpies of mixing. Recent extended x-ray absorption fine-structure (EXAFS) experiments8 on Ini "Ga"As alloys have indicated that reality [R~c'(x) and R~~" (x) in Fig.   1 ] is intermediate between these two limits, but is considerably closer to the Pauling limit (e = 1) than to the VCA limit (e = 0). 
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where d = 8;, is the equilibrium interatomic distance, r (!,s) is the vector connecting atom s in unit cell i to its mth nearest neighbor, and u and P are the bond stretching and the bond-bending force constants, respectively. The first sum in Eq. (2) extends over all nearest-neighbor pairs, whereas the second sum extends over all bond angles around every atom. For this AC:8 impurity system, we describe the B -C bond around the impurity using the parameters use, Psc, and dec taken from the pure BC crystal, P' and dqcdec are used for the 8 -A -C bond bending, and the constants uqc, Pqc, and de, which are taken from the pure AC crystal, are used to describe all other bonds.
In the second step of our insertion process we imagine letting the frozen density pent[BC] relax to its equilibrium value pent[AC:8], equalizing thereby the chemical potential throughout the system. The charge fluctuation Ap2( r ) will set up a change in the force acting on the neighboring atoms and will add an "electrochemical" correction b U(hp2) to the deformation energy U. Were it not for the existence of a prototypical reference system BC to approximate the BC bond in an AC:B system, we would have been forced to evaluate the additional force due to the strong perturbation Ap~( r ), a step that must be carried out quantum mechanically, " and which often indicates substantial displacements (e.g. , for transition atom impurities in silicon" ). However, we hypothesize that for isovalent impurities the fluctuation Ap2( r ) is weak, localized, and screened out effectively (we know from local symmetry and charge conservation that it has at most quadrupolar components). Consequently, the changes in the relaxation (i.e. , the derivative of AU) due to this charge displacement are expected to be small and are neglected [however, the electrochemical energy b, U(b, p~) need not be negligible]. This approximation is motivated by the fact that for completely soluble isovalent alloys treated here even the stronger perturbation Ap] does not split impurity states into the gap. When this does occur (e.g. , for GaP:N, or for nonisovalent impurities' ), Ap2( r ) can be large (or have long tails), and corrections are necessary.
We obtain the force constants'4 u and P from the fitting of the elastic constants' method of Martin. ' These parameters, the input for our model, are depicted in Table I . Using these force constants we minimize the deformation energy U with respect to the breathing mode displacements of the first two shells around the impurity. This does not im- In agreement with the detailed calculations, we therefore find the following: (i) e is in the range of 0.6 -0.8 for most semiconductors, i.e. , considerably closer to the Pauling limit (e= 1) than to the VCA limit (e=0). Hence, the VCA model and its application to optical bowing appears to be substantially in error.
(ii) Ionic host systems and small impurities have larger relaxation parameters than covalent hosts and large impurities.
(iii) The relaxation involves a balance between two opposing effects: adding the second neighbor shell to the model reduces the relaxation,~hereas introducing bond bending (P A 0) increases the relaxation. Hence, models that neglect both effects' [yielding &= I/(I + 3 o'~c/~ac), which coincides with our general expression in Eq. (4) for P/u --0.1] are considerably better (due to cancellation of errors) than those that incorporate only one of them.
There are very few quantum-mechanical calculations of relaxation parameters of isovalent impurities available for comparison. The semiempirical cluster complete neglect of differential overlap (CNDO) calculation of Mainwood'7 for C:Si yields R =1.93 A (or e=0.52), compared with our result of R =1.66 A (e=0.35). The elastic model of Baldereschi and Hopfield, where the impurity-host interaction is described by a spring constant and the host crystal is treated as an elastic continuum, gives a much smaller relaxation (e --0.4) for several III-V and II-VI semiconductors. (Ref. 19 ) and the elastic model of Fedders and Muller (Ref. 21 
